Mother’s Day Gift Idea: Ballet Flats @Pluggz
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TheMomBuzz received a pair of Pluggz Ballet Flats in pink for review. This is her honest opinion on the product.

I am squealing here! I am so excited! About what? Shoes, of course! People know I have a pretty predictable style
here in Florida. Flip flops in the summer. Sometimes clogs. And during the fall and winter, I fall back into my
boots. But lately I’ve just wanted something more feminine, maybe it’s because I am a mom of boys. I never even
thought to look at Pluggz.com for a shoe I’d be prancing around in – but they have a gorgeous, chic selection that
will delight the most picky of bipeds.

First, let’s talk Ballet Flats. Pluggz has two lines of Ballet Flats – classic and colors. Classic Ballet Flats look like
they’d be gorgeous with jeans and a trendy top, with their safe color selection and glossy tip-toes.
But for Springtime fun and Mother’s Day gifting, I suggest their Ballet Flat Colors. There are four colors to choose
from – black, blue, pink and yellow. I hope that in the future there’ll be more bright colors to choose from – maybe
Emerald Green? How gorgeous would that be? But my brain screamed pink when I saw it, in all of its pink leather
glory with a delicate floral pattern all around the shoe.

The ballet flat is so delicate and feminine, but Pluggz designed it to be worn and used with must-have shoe
features like padded arches, heels with memory foam, and trampoline soles with wicking, anti-microbial lining.
But what makes Pluggz Ballet Flats different from other shoes is their Pluggz design.
Each pair of Pluggz shoe has plugs that sit under our feet within the shoe, to allow a flow of free electrons from
the earth to ourselves. People who wear shoes with this Pluggz technology may feel an improved sense of wellbeing, fewer aches and pains, a decreased level of anxiety and increasing feeling of calm.
So, what I am saying is that if you gift a pair of Pluggz Ballet Shoes to someone (even yourself) this Mother’s Day –
you aren’t just giving the gift of gorgeous style, but an opportunity for the giftee to feel better overall.
Do you own Ballet Flats? What is your favorite style or color from Pluggz?
To see the entire selection of Pluggz shoes, from Ballet Flats to Flip Flops, visit Pluggz.com.
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